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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which three locations can an administrator import from to
create users on Cisco Unity
Connection? (Choose three.)
A. Cisco Unified Communications Manager via AXL
B. Bulk administration tool
C. Presence
D. Cisco Compatible Extensions
E. Outlook
F. LDAP
Answer: A,B,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:
CGE acquires a small energy company that is running MGMT, a
proprietary 16-bit application.
A Citrix Architect is tasked with deploying this application to
the Executives/Management end- user group. The CIO mandates
that a FlexCast model must be chosen that resembles this enduser group's existing delivery strategy.
It is important that a single-image deployment is utilized and
that management effort is kept to a minimum for the update
process. The availability of a fast rollback plan must also be
available after upgrades, since it can often result in system
instability.
Why is deploying MGMT as Hosted VDI with SCCM the best
solution?
A. It allows the Executives/Management end-user group to share
desktops.
B. It allows the installation of custom applications.
C. It meets the high-performance application demands of the
Executives/Management end-user group.
D. It is easy to manage.
Answer: A
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